
 

 

 

Release Notes                        June 9, 2021 
 

This deployment may include new features, bug fixes, security enhancements, and data migration related 
issues.  The below list contains all the items that will go to Production on 06.09.21.  
 
[Business Enhancement] Update the Vendor Restock modal to include the total units to show how the 
Restock dollar amount is calculated to be more clear 
[Business Enhancement] When adding Commercial, Auto, WC or Bill to Facility Payment Methods to the PA 
autofocus the cursor on the Name field since it is mandatory to speed up data entry 
[Business Enhancement] For Direct Customers using Same & Similar, add the Same & Similar results to the 
Billing Doc PDF package 
[Reports] Update the Adjustment History report to show each Adjustment as a new row on the csv so it is 
easier to analyze the data on the report 
[Reports] Update the Provider name and User name columns on the VeriPro report so it matches the 
formatting on other reports to make analyzing data easier 
[Operational Enhancement] Auto-capitalize the Patient middle initial on all forms for consistency 
[Operational Enhancement] Update the Medicare Fitting & Adjustment Early Warning text and run a script to 
turn on the F&A Early Warning for all DJO OC accounts 
[Operational Enhancement] Add a countdown timer to the webpage tab so Users know they have less than a 
minute until they are logged out 
[Operational Enhancement] Update the search bar on the CF page in SM to include Account name searches 
[Operational Enhancement] Upgrade the Main dashboard to bootstrap 4 
[Future Functionality] Add a filter to the HCPCS page for Account Codes 
[Future Functionality] For ANCHE, add a pie chart for Net Income by Clinic 
[Bug Fix] If Self-Pay is imported onto the PA, the Self-Pay import button remains on the page 
[Bug Fix] Address PAs erroring with document_generation_failed status upon submission for OC 
[Bug Fix] On create new Patient on the new PA page, the Year is not visible after selection  
[Bug Fix] Admin users are no longer able to Edit other Users Notes on PAs  
[Bug Fix] PA Status report’s tooltip is showing when Users aren’t hovering and won’t fade if navigating to 
another report selection  
[Bug Fix] Do not show PAs on the VeriPro report if a Decline Reason was added, but VeriPro was not clicked  
[Chore] Fix two most common failing tests in CircleCI 
[Chore] Create a script to create a bulk number of patients in testing environments to better test large data 
sets 
[Chore] Remove the old Reports UI to clean up old code 
 


